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Student Reporters

Grace Lim’s Spring 2009 Writing for the Media Class who reported, wrote
and produced the stories for the War: Through Their Eyes multimedia
project include the following: Leah Arts, Katie Holliday, Lynnea Krajco,
Zak Krauss, Kristen Manders, Haley Montsma, Alex Mueske, Clayton
Ransom, Chris Schattl, Jessica Sosnoski, Jay Spanbauer, Natasha Spielbauer,
Nate Tornow and Kate Zima.

Project Photographer

Amber Patrick is a student majoring in
graphic communications and photography
at UW Oshkosh. She is also a freelance
photographer. For more information about her
work, visit http://www.ginnelle.com. Her works
have appeared on ABCNews.com.
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14 journalism students
13 soldiers
3 Marines
1 photographer

War: Through Their Eyes

What’s in a number?
   A couple of semesters ago I discussed the Iraq War in one of my
large lecture classes. I talked about the media coverage, the politics. I
glossed over the numbers -- 140,000 U.S. troops in Iraq, another 20,000
or so in Afghanistan. But what did those numbers mean to me here in
Oshkosh, Wisconsin? It took a student to remind me that behind every
number is a person with a name, a face and a voice. She said, “The media
only covers a part of the story. They never talk about the good that the
military is doing over there.”
   I looked at this student, who looked all of 14. “How would you
know what the military is doing in Iraq?”
   “Well,” she replied, “I was there.”
   That student is Nicole Middleton. She is majoring in journalism
and she is an Iraq War vet. Nicole put the Iraq War, which is being fought
halfway around the world, front and center, here, in Oshkosh, Wisconsin.
   Newly aware that I have students who sit in my class who’ve
experienced the war firsthand, I want to know who these young men
and women are. I want to feel what they felt, see what they saw and hear
what they heard. In other words, I need a book filled with their stories, I
need a series of podcasts so I can hear their voices, and I need a trove of
photographs so I can see their faces.
I enlisted the journalism students in my Spring 2009 Writing for the
Media class to take ownership of this ambitious project. The students
interviewed these soldiers and Marines, and they came back with
amazing stories. One Iraq War vet talked about how he now appreciates
mundane things such as a hot shower; another admited that he couldn’t
tell his mother that he had enlisted for a second tour because he had
already broken her heart once with the first. And still another shared his
5

first thoughts when he saw an Iraqi boy get cut down by crossfire. He thought
of his little brother who was safe, back home in Wisconsin.
   While my news writing students relayed these stories via podcasts and
in print, Amber Patrick, our student project photographer, captured them with
her trusty Nikon. Amber photographed the soldiers and Marines in the studio,
in class, at home, basically, anywhere she felt would best tell their stories. For
one shoot, she tramped in the woods, in freezing conditions, to document the
ROTC cadets’ field exercises.
   This book is the result.
   War: Through Their Eyes gives these student soldiers and Marines a forum to
tell the world why they enlisted, what they did and what they felt at the front
lines of war.
   As a journalism instructor, I want my students to do good meaningful
journalism. I’ve heard plenty of talking heads talk about the war, people who’ve
never stepped on Iraqi soil, who’ve never felt real gut-wrenching fear on a daily
basis. The Iraq War is truly these students’ war. They were too young for the
Vietnam or the Korean wars, and they were mere babes during the Persian Gulf
War.
   The Iraq War is their war.
   These UW Oshkosh students and alumni have seen a world that most of us
will never see, and War: Through Their Eyes is their story.

Grace Lim
Journalism Instructor
Editor, War: Through Their Eyes
May 2009
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Chris Albright
Age: 23
Hometown: Merton, Wis.
Military Rank/Unit: E-4 Specialist,
Charlie Battery 121,
U.S. National Guard
Tour: July 2006- 2007 Camp Navistar
and Camp Virginia, Kuwait
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CHRIS ALBRIGHT
by Lynnea Krajco

The Heat of War
Chris Albright grew up in a military family. His mother
served in the National Guard for 22 years. At age 17 Albright
joined the U.S. National Guard because it was always what he
wanted to do. In July of 2006 he was deployed to Iraq
and served as an M-240 B gunner on a Humvee, which is
an armored up truck. He was stationed at Camp Navistar,
which is on the border of Kuwait and Iraq and was part of
convoy security.
We did our training in Camp Shelby, Mississippi to
get all the Wisconsin guys used to the heat, but you know,
nothing compares to when you get over there. Right when
you get off the plane, it feels like a muffler hittin’ your face.
In Kuwait, it was just a constant beating. Every day at noon,
you’d see a sandstorm.
You had to wear your IBA (Interceptor Body Armor),
which weighed about 45 pounds. You had a front plate,
a back plate and two side plates. Then you’d attach your
magazines and then anything else you would want. We did
all of our missions mostly at night so you’d have your night
vision goggles, which weighed a good five pounds. You could
feel your head tilt back. You had to wear gloves at all times.
You would use these protective hearing headsets, too, and
they just cover the whole side of your head. And the uniform,
you’d see salt stains everywhere. We wore Under Armor
(shirts). That was the hardest to get off.
If it was on you, you’d lay with your arms out. Then two
guys would take it at the bottom and just kinda yank it over
your head.
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The Long Missions
Albright had eight other soldiers in his squad who rode in
three Humvees that provided convoy security. Their missions
to escort convoys all over Iraq would last from six to 18 days.
Albright and his fellow squad members found creative ways to
keep themselves entertained.
My driver was real funny and he was into singing. My
TC (truck commander) hated singing. My driver and I, we’d
run out to the truck right away to set everything up and then
when my TC would get out there we’d already be singing.
We’d sing Lips of an Angel by Hinder cause he hated that
song. We’d always sing it from the megaphone.
We’d play certain games to keep us awake cause you’d
be constantly just driving. We’d play games like the alphabet
game. It would be like “A, alligator” and then “B, baboon,”
and then someone would get one wrong, and he would have
to do push-ups when we get back to the base. We talked
about everything, but we never talked about politics or
religion.
On occasion we would run into a group of Iraqi kids that
would try and steal stuff from us. When we’d go off the main
highway, you can’t go too fast off these off ramps, and they’d
hit us at those weak points. The little kids would jump on
the trucks and they’d stay on there until the middle truck or
the rear truck would come up and scare them away. They’d
take anything they could get their hands, on like gas caps and
chains, stuff they couldn’t use, but they knew that we wanted
it so they wanted it. Then they would turn around and try to
sell it back to us.

Life on Base
After these long missions, Albright often found himself full
of adrenaline and unable to sleep. He’ often head to the gym
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on base where he’d expend the extra energy. The gym, which
housed free weights and treadmills, was the only place on base
that was air-conditioned.
You get this adrenaline rush from being out on the
mission so sometimes you’d have to work out just so you
could tire yourself out to go to sleep. I worked out everyday
while I was over there.
I would target a certain muscle group, I would do chest,
legs, back, and then, I’d do cardio. I can’t do it now, but I did
it overseas three times a week. I would go for a half hour on
each machine so I’d be there for a total of two hours. Now I
try doing 15 on each, and I can barely do it. But over there, I
was just bustin’ it out.
The showers were horrible cause there was no pressure
at all. Sometimes you’d get hot water, sometimes you’d get
freezing. You’d jump in real fast, soap up, and then jump
right back out. Then you were done. We called them military
showers.

Thoughts of Home
Although Albright was thousands of miles away from Merton,
Wis., where he had grew up, Albright stayed in touch with his
family via e-mail. But when he missed their voices, he would
call home.
I usually would try calling my grandparents because my
mom lives right next door and someone could go over and
get her.
When I’d call them I wouldn’t tell ‘em anything that
happened. If you tell them you saw a truck get hit, and, all a
sudden, they freak out and they get that much more worried
about you. So this is all about putting them at ease. You want
to tell them, “Oh, nothing happened at all, it was all smooth
sailing,” especially for my grandma. She’s completely against
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the war so if anything were to happen, you’d be pretty sure
she’d be out picketing at the White House or something
outrageous like that. Her and my grandpa are like die-hard
Democrats, and they just hated Bush.
I did not like calling all the time because it made me
miss them. Just having my mom talk about walking my dog
around the lake, I could instantly picture everything at the
farm.
When we’d be on long missions I had the whole layout
of my grandparents’ farm completely in my head, and I
could just imagine walkin’ through it. It was where I pretty
much grew up. It was just soothing, thinking about all the
cornfields. I remember going there when I was little with
my cousin, and we’d drive the truck out, even though we
were 10 and 12, we’d drive it and pick sweet corn to sell.
We’d get enough money for
worms, then we’d go fishing.
Just childhood memories that “She’s completely against the
war so if anything were to
relax me and put me at ease,
happen, you’d be pretty sure
cause it was something I was
working hard to come back to. she’d be out picketing at the

White House…”
When I found out I was
going home, I was instantly
calling my mom and my sister and my grandparents.
They were getting emotional on the phone; I was getting
emotional.

Towards the end, the last five days, a bunch of guys
bought Cuban cigars, and we were smoking Cuban cigars
and having near beer. We weren’t allowed to drink alcohol
cause Iraq is a dry country.
I turned 21 when I was overseas, and I knew as soon as I
got back that I was going be a complete lightweight. When I
got back home, my uncle told me, “There is a keg in the barn

for you.” The first night, my friend and I just sat in the barn
and skateboarded a little bit and drank. I told them a little bit
about Iraq and just hung out with my mom and sister.
You want to tell them everything, but you can’t tell them
everything. You can’t tell them what you did. You want to tell
them, but you can’t tell them.
I didn’t take a shower when I got back. My grandparents
got one of those Jacuzzi bathtubs and I just laid there and
soaked for an hour.

The Question
For Albright, readjusting away from the war zone was a
challenge. He tried to get into the routine of things by returning
to his job at a commercial printing company back home.
It was just real awkward coming from this adrenaline
rush to all a sudden now you’re checking the lubrication
pressures on a bunch of machines inside of a big factory. All
the loud noises going off, it was just so nerve-wracking. It
would just trigger things. You’d hear an explosion, you’d get
jumpy and then people laugh. You can’t tell them why you
jumped, so you just want to get out of there.
The one question all vets don’t want to hear is if you took
someone’s life. My boss asked that right away, and I instantly
shut down. I was like I am done talking to this guy. I don’t
want to talk to him at all.
Why would people want to know that? It’s none of their
business at all.
Chris Albright returned to Wisconsin in 2007 and enrolled at
UW Oshkosh in the fall of 2008. He is majoring in business
and military science and is a second-year cadet in the ROTC
program. He is scheduled to be commissioned as an officer in
2010 and could be deployed as early as fall 2012.
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Cody Anderson
Age: 23
Hometown: Kaukauna, Wis., and
Oshkosh, Wis.  
Military Rank/Unit: Sergeant,
artilleryman, squad team leader,
Charlie Battery 2/3 Field Artillery 1st
Armored Division, U.S. Army/ secondyear cadet ROTC program
Tours: 2003-2005 Giessen, Germany;
2005-2007, Rabiyah, Iraq and other
cities in Iraq
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CODY ANDERSON
by Lynnea Krajco and Grace Lim

Sheep Passing Through the Night
In 2003, Cody Anderson graduated high school, “barely,” as he
puts it. At that time, the Oshkosh, Wis., teen saw some of his
friends speeding down a path to nowhere. He could easily follow
them or take a different path. He chose to join the U.S. Army and
was stationed in Giessen, Germany for three years. Then he was
deployed for a 15-month tour in Iraq, which ended in February
2007. In Iraq, he was a member of the Joint Communications
Center, which helped the Iraqi forces coordinate responses to
attacks. In Iraq, he helped found an Iraqi Police Academy and
train the Iraqi Border Patrol. And there, in the darkness of war,
Anderson found some moments of light.
I was stationed Rabiyah, which is the northernmost
coalition-controlled city in Iraq. It was the one legal point
of crossing between Syria and Iraq. Terrorists will smuggle
sheep across the border because of fluctuations in the market
between Syria and Iraq. If they can sell their sheep for
more money on one side, that’s one way they can fund their
terrorism. They’ll also tie cartons of cigarettes to the wool of
the sheep as they smuggle them across. I remember getting
a report. You can hear the gunfire, and we’re just waiting for
the report from the Iraqi Border Patrol to come up to us. The
report said something like, “Enemies smuggling sheep. We
expended 6,000 AK rounds and 4,000 RPK rounds,” that’s their
larger machine guns. “No terrorists apprehended. No sheep
were harmed.”
One of the perks for the people in the Iraqi border
battalion is that if you catch the things that are getting
smuggled, the unit will give it out to its people. So that day,
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everybody in the Iraqi Border Patrol was able to get a sheep.
They put all these sheep on our little base. There were a
couple hundred of them. There were sheep everywhere. You
had guys leaving their posts to guard their sheep so no one
would take their sheep. You had guys spray painting circles
on their sheep to mark them. From what our interpreters
told us, the sheep is a big asset. It’s about a couple months’
salary. The one representative from the Iraqi border battalion
who was working in the Joint Communications Center with
us was really upset because he didn’t get to have a sheep
because he wasn’t part of the mission that went and got them.
He wanted our commander to fight for him to get a sheep.
Our commander said he would do it if that guy would stop
eating all of our Honey Buns and drinking our soda. The guy
decided that he’d rather eat the Honey Buns than have
a sheep.

Handing Out Happiness
In spring of 2006, Anderson’s mom, Lynn Anderson-Thurman
of Oshkosh, led a donation drive for the Iraqi people living
near Anderson’s base. At that time, Anderson’s mom was
working for CR Meyer as a project manager’s assistant and
event coordinator. Family, friends, co-workers responded to her
call to donate clothing and school supplies. The construction
management company, which is headquartered in Oshkosh,
paid for shipping costs.
    You always look
forward to your mail over
there because there is not
much going on. Being where
we were, we weren’t really on
the main routes. We would
only get mail once a week.
So mail came in, it was a big
deal. Usually it was just one
14

“It would have been just
as dangerous for me to be
at home and get killed by
somebody who’s drunk
driving on the streets. And if
you go out that way, there’s
no honor or glory in that.”

truck with a couple big boxes. Well, this time, they had to
come with a another truck, and they had to lower the mail
with a forklift because there were four or five full pallets of
mail. And by a pallet, it’s probably like a 5-foot cube, full of
clothes for children and adults, school supplies, books.
We were completely overwhelmed by how much stuff we
got. My commander had us join the other units on their foot
patrols and take some of the stuff out, a backpack at a time,
all of us filling our rucksacks. We would hand them out to
the kids. The little kids loved it.
That was pretty neat to be able to really do something
to help. Sometimes when you are doing stuff everyday
over there, you don’t know if you are really accomplishing
anything. Say your mission is to patrol around the city, sure,
you are making your presence known. When we’re able to
give those things and know that they are going to be put to
good use, that was a pretty neat feeling.

Looking Back, Looking
Ahead
After returning to the states
in 2007, Anderson decided
he wanted to be an officer
and entered the ROTC
program at UW Oshkosh,
where he is majoring in
philosophy. Although he
is only a few years older
than his classmates, he sees
some differences as being
worlds apart.

“I remember getting a
report. It said something
like, ‘Enemies smuggling
sheep. We expended 6,000
AK rounds and 4,000 RPK
rounds,’ that’s their larger
machine guns. ‘No terrorists
apprehended. No sheep were
harmed.’”

It was a weird transition to go into college. My high
school career was very poor. I barely graduated. Now it’s a
little different being older even by a few years. Some of the
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side conversations are extremely annoying to me, like parties.
That doesn’t appeal to me. I sit in the front the front row
in the giant lectures just so I don’t have to listen to people
whispering about what they did last night.
Right now, I’m sitting on a 4.0, where in high school, I
think I had a 1. That’s kind of stressful too. I’m hoping I get a
couple of B’s this semester so I can stop worrying about the
4.0 anymore.
In a way, I do miss it being in Iraq. It was fun to get ready
to go outside the gate. That never got old. Even if it turned
out to be an 18-hour drive where nothing happened, those
first few minutes where you’re right about to leave, you have
some music going, and you’re taking these big machine guns
and mounting them on top of these cool Humvees. It’s real.
That’s a neat little adrenaline rush.
You know that something could happen, but you can’t
dwell on it so much. I would have to say that I was more a
stoic in that sense that it didn’t bother me. If something was
going to happen, it was going to happen anyway. It would
have been just as dangerous for me to be at home and get
killed by somebody who’s drunk driving on the streets. And
if you go out that way, there’s no honor or glory in that. But
if something were to happen over there, at least I think it
would be one of the better ways to go.
Cody Anderson, now 23, is a second-year cadet in the ROTC
program at UW Oshkosh. In January 2008, he reenlisted for
another six years in the National Guard. His first child, Reid
Tyler, was born Feb. 27, 2009.
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Alec Augustine-Marceil
Age: 21
Hometown: Marshall, Wis.
Military Rank: Fourth-year
cadet captain/ROTC
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ALEC AUGUSTINE-MARCEIL
by Natasha Spielbauer

Patriotism without Politics
In 2005 Alec Augustine-Marceil received a military scholarship
to study and become an officer. The son of a psychologist and
a teacher, both life-long Democrats, Augustine-Marceil said
his decision to serve his country was not based on any political
views. He only wanted to serve his country in the best way he
knew how.
I don’t come from any military background, and my
parents aren’t at all conservative. They are definitely on the
liberal side of the spectrum. It was a shock to everybody
in my family, certain parts of my family even more so
because they are anti-war activists. When I joined the
military, it was because I
felt that you didn’t need
to be Republican or a
“You should care about
conservative to be patriotic. something enough to want to

sacrifice some years of your
My first year at college
life or put yourself in peril.”
as a cadet, I got a care
package from my aunt and
uncle, who are total Green
Party members, really into
political activism. There was candy, food, and all the sort of
things you would expect in a care package and this anti-war
magazine with a hand-written impassioned plea for me to
leave the military.

But I think that no matter where you are, you should
care about something enough to want to sacrifice some years
of your life or put yourself in peril. I know there is a very
real possibility my decision could get me killed. This is not
18

something I have to do. It’s not
something I had to do to go to
“We are in this war.
college. I didn’t sign up for the
You can be against the war
college money. It’s nice, don’t
and for the troops.”
get me wrong, I’ve got a fouryear scholarship. I wanted to do
this because it’s the best way to
express my political beliefs, my patriotism.
I talk to my parents about the fact that I realize that this
is far from a perfect situation, but that it’s not a question of
the broader morality. We are already in Iraq. That decision
has already been made. My contribution can be a positive
one, or it can be one I don’t make at all. I guess I’d rather
make a positive contribution to the war effort. It exists and
even if you don’t agree with it, you still have the power
to affect it. You can’t help the people of Iraq by marching
around with a sign as much as you can by being on the
ground and trying to rebuild a school, rebuild people’s lives.
If I look at the reasoning for going to war, I was against
our entry because I think it was due to faulty intelligence. It
doesn’t detract from the reality of the situation. We are in this
war. You can be against the war and for the troops.
Alec Augustine-Marceil is currently a senior at UW Oshkosh,
majoring in international studies with an emphasis on global/
national security. He is scheduled to commission as an officer
December 2009 and could be deployed as soon as fall of 2010.
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Craig Birkholz
Age: 27
Hometown: Kenosha, Wis.
Military rank: Sergeant, 511th Military
Police Company 10th Mountain
Division from Fort Drum, New York,
U. S. Army (in Afghanistan) and with
the 101st Airborne Division (in Iraq)
Tours: January-August 2002 in
Afghanistan and from March 2003February 2004 in Iraq
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CRAIG BIRKHOLZ
by Alex Mueske

On the Hunt
In August of 2000, 18-year-old Craig Birkholz of Kenosha, Wis.,
enlisted in the U.S. Army right out of high school because he
felt he needed toughen up. He said he was a “pushover” in high
school and needed what he called “that little mean button.” He
would soon be fighting in two wars. When the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks occurred, Birkholz, who served as military police, was
more than ready to go to the Middle East.
When I went to Afghanistan in January 2002, I was just
ready to find the people that did it. Capture‘ em, kill ‘em,
whatever. We were hoping at least in Afghanistan to find bin
Laden, and bring in al-Qaida, Taliban, capture them, get it
over with. I understand that was asking for a lot. Other then
that, I was just hoping to get in and out of there alive in one
piece.
For Afghanistan, it was kind of a, “Oh, Shit!” When we
got off, we had shots fired at our plane as we were landing at
Bagram Air Force Base in Afghanistan. We came in wearing
night vision goggles, so we really couldn’t see anything. The
worst thing besides that, our commander decided to put all
our ammunition on another plane, which was supposed to
land first. But naturally, that one broke down. We landed
before our ammo did. So I, effectively, had a gun with no
ammo for the first two days. Thankfully, we didn’t come into
any contact with the enemy.
We were in Kuwait for about a month and we were
sleeping in the sand for most of that. Sometimes we had our
cots, sometime we said, “Screw it,” and slept sitting up because
the days were so long.
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If there’s a tip of the spear for the war, then we are just
right behind that. As military police we collect everybody
that’s captured. With that we run into a lot of firefights
because we’re pretty close up there.
Mainly for Afghanistan, our job was to patrol the
outlying cities. We’d also try to draw out the Taliban and
engage whatever way possible and talk to the local people
and see if they could direct us to where these guys are hiding.
We would rather capture them than kill them. No one ever
wants to actually kill somebody, but you do if you have to.

From Friends to Foes
While serving in both Afghanistan and Iraq, Birkholz saw the
citizens’ attitudes toward him and the U.S. military change
from one spectrum to the other.
When we first arrived in Iraq, it was amazing. Kids were
running up to us screaming, yelling and cheering. Even
adults were doing that, giving us the thumbs up, bringing
us food. I even had a marriage proposal. I was patrolling an
area, and this older man
comes out and offers his
“That was a huge change 16-year-old daughter to me.
from a guy shaking my hand
during that day to shooting at That was kind of amusing,
but I had to obviously turn
me at night.”
that down.
That really turned around in Iraq, probably the day or
two after Saddam Hussein was captured. Then it was like a
whole new world. They wanted us out. They didn’t want us
there anymore. The little kids started throwing rocks at us if
we weren’t dropping food off. I remember several occasions
where I had no choice but to have my gunner point the
machine gun at the kids to scatter them from the Humvee
because they were throwing rocks that could potentially hit
the gunner in the head, knock him out or kill him.
22

They saw that our job was done with Saddam out of
power, so now get out of our country, we’ll do it from here.
That was the attitude that we were receiving. That was a huge
change - from a guy shaking my hand during that day to
shooting at me at night.

missions and hit each other and went down inside of Mosul.
There were still three or four soldiers trapped in the back
from when the engines collapsed, obviously dead. They got
trapped back in there. One of the guys got burned up pretty
bad from the fuel fire that started.

Missions

The only other one tough for me was an escort mission
with a (high ranking official). We took him over to a base and
we got mortar attacked while there. A couple of them came
in and we heard, “Man down!” I was a combat lifesaver as
well, which means the first-aid guy for the squad. I grabbed
my bag and got over to this guy. He had a couple holes in
his chest. The mortar hit right next to him. I remember the
shock going through me because I couldn’t even get my bag
open. We were all rattled and shaking. That was a bad one
because he took his last breath in front of me. Two seconds
later his other guys came in with the gurney to try to save
him, and I’m sitting there frustrated that I can’t even get my
bag open.

Throughout Birkholz’s tours of both Iraq and Afghanistan, he
experienced firsthand the horrors of war.
From June to August 2003 we were roadside bomb
sweepers in Mosul. We had the additional armor Humvees.
In the beginning of the war, the insurgents didn’t really have
set ways to know what takes us out and what doesn’t. For
several months our job was to drive through and run over
some of the piles with our Humvees and try to get these
things to go off and take the blast in the armor. That was
working until they figured out just to add more explosives
and that would take out an armored truck too. We quit doing
that very shortly after.
In late 2003, we were hit by two roadside bombs. One of
them missed us, but hit the truck behind us and took out one
of my guys. The second one hit my vehicle directly. That was
the luckiest day for my gunner. I had asked him a question
in the morning before the patrol, and just seconds before the
roadside bomb exploded, he remembered the answer to the
question. He leaned down to tell me - I was sitting on the
passenger seat below him- what the answer was and that was
the time the roadside bomb went off. Everything went clear
over his head. The back shield on his turret caught most of
the shrapnel.
In September 2003, we had two Black Hawk helicopters
collide with each other. One was trying to avoid an RPG
(rocket-propelled grenade) and did not know that the
other helicopter was even there. They were on two separate

I actually somehow went through two wars without
firing a single shot. I don’t know how that happened with
the amount of stuff I saw, but it just did. There was one
time that I was definitely drawn down on a guy, and had
another convoy not come by, he was going to die. When that
convoy came by, it was between me and him, so that gave
him an escape route. He jumped over the fence and took off.
Otherwise because he had a gun, and he was ready to use
it, so was I. I’m glad that I didn’t have to kill him. You never
want that on your conscience.
Craig Birkholz graduated with a degree in criminal justice and
a minor in psychology from UW Oshkosh in December 2008.
He is scheduled to graduate from the Fox Valley Technical
College Law Enforcement Academy April 2009. He hopes to
become a U.S. Marshal.
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Ben Cain
Age: 26
Hometown: Oshkosh, Wis.
Military Rank/Unit: Corporal, E-4,
3rd Battalion 10th Marines (artillery unit),
2nd Battalion 10th Marines (artillery unit),
and Headquarters Battalion Truck Company
(truck driving unit)
Tours: September 2003 – March 2004,
Camp Al Asad, Iraq and
September 2004 – March 2005,
Camp Blue Diamond (across the river from
Ramadi, Iraq, 68 miles west of Baghdad)
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BEN CAIN

On the Job

by Jessica Sosnoski

Cain was a corporal and a vehicle recovery specialist. On
occasion Cain was sent on patrol searching for the enemy.

Forever a Marine

It’s been something I always wanted to do. I grew up as a
kid knowing that I wanted to join the military. What service?
I didn’t know at first, but when it came down to it, the
Marine Corps was the best, and I wanted to be the best.

Every now and then we take a small number of vehicles,
say three or four, and we mount machine guns on them to go
out looking for bad guys. We look for anyone who is planting
IEDs (improvised explosive devices) or looking for a fight.
What people do is they attach a signal device to an explosive
device and bury it in the road. When the signal device goes
off, it triggers the explosive device. When vehicles go over it,
it’ll go off and blow up the vehicles. Sometimes they’d walk
around with an AK-47 rifle and depending on how they’re
holding it, or if they point it at you, they’d become a threat.

They have a very rigorous training, more so than the
others, and they hold you to a very high excellence rating.
Marines are the only service that has to be ready to be
anywhere in the world within 24 hours.

You go outside the base and you’re driving and you find
an IED. Well, that IED is going to be on your mind for the
rest of the day. What happens is a terrorist informs these
uneducated people, who can’t read the Bible, that they can

Make no mistake. Ben Cain is a Marine through and through.
Cain enlisted with the Marine Corps in November 2002 and
has been deployed to Iraq twice. Although currently inactive,
he can be called back at any time to finish the four years on his
contract. If and when that happens, Cain says he is ready.
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go to God or that their journey to God is justified by them
blowing us up.

Rockets and Fire
Even in the midst of warfare, Cain said some moments
brought comic relief.
During my second deployment a firefight broke out
and people were shooting at our base from across the
river. We were sleeping in a cement block building. The
enemy had shot a rocket into the base and it landed right
along the river back behind our building, probably no
more than 15 feet away. We were all sleeping at the time
so we naturally jumped and put our protective gear on.
Before we knew it, our Lieutenant ran into our building
yelling, “The building’s on fire!” We ran out of the
building, some of us dressed, some of us not dressed, only
to discover that the weeds outside the building were on
fire and not the building itself.
I’m happy to know that I’m still alive, but at the
same time there’s a certain element of humor to it. My
Lieutenant was a female and her just naturally running
into a male barracks with all of us undressed was a
little strange.

Lessened Tension
During Cain’s second tour in Iraq he noticed an attitude
shift among the locals toward U.S. troops and discovered
that he and the Iraqi people shared some common ground.
The kids knew basic English. They would come
running up to saying, “Good Bush, good Bush!” It was
just enough to get your ideas across to know we really are
quite similar. They believe in God. We’d exchange words.
They’d say “Allah,” I’d say “God.” So we knew Allah and
God meant the same thing.
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They were always happy we were there, but on occasion
there were one or two that didn’t really want anything to do
with you. They wouldn’t smile at you. They wouldn’t shake
your hand. On my first tour a lot of people just avoided us.
On the second tour most
people became relaxed
“We’d exchange words. They’d knowing that they could
say ‘Allah,’ I’d say ‘God.’ So we come up to us, talk to us,
and figure out what our
knew Allah and God meant
opinions are, what our faith
the same thing.”
is like. The war started out
pretty drastically. As things
started being taken care of, there wasn’t as much bombing,
shelling, or tanks rolling through towns and shooting things.
It became a little more relaxed because they found out we’re
there to help them, not kill them.

War Talk
Currently Cain is adjusting to life as a student at UW Oshkosh,
where he is not afraid to speak his mind when it comes to class
discussions about the war.
A lot of times professors disagree with the fact that we’re
even there. Other professors really like the fact that we’re
there. There is one thing I really don’t understand. When
people support the troops, but don’t support the war, it’s
much like saying I support mechanical engineers, but I don’t
support new technology. What the soldier does is their job.
It’s what they want to do. If you support them, then you
support their job. There is no one side or the other.
Ben Cain is the president of the UW Oshkosh Veteran’s
Club which provides support to war veterans adjusting back
into civilian life. Cain, now 26, is a sophomore majoring in
mechanical engineering. His contract with the U.S. Marine
Corps ends November 2010.

Adam T. Haas
Age: 24
Hometown: Jackson, Wis.
Military Rank/Unit: Sergeant,
petroleum supply specialist, 192nd
Quartermaster Company (Army
Reserve out of Milan, Ohio) 68th CSSB
Tours: February 2007 – January 2008,
Victory Base Complex (Camp Liberty &
Camp Stryker) Baghdad, Iraq
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ADAM T. HAAS
By Nate Tornow

The Pizza Call
When Adam Haas was a 19-year-old college freshman at the
UW Oshkosh, he was unsure of how he was going to pay for his
college education. His savings from his summer job was quickly
dwindling. Then a National Guard recruiter paid a visit.
There was a recruiter that came when I lived in the dorms,
and I can’t remember why I went to the meeting...oh yeah, free
pizza, that’s what it was. It wasn’t long after I paid my first
semester’s tuition that he came and talked to us. That got me
thinking about any money I made over the summer is going
to be gone real quick. While at home on Thanksgiving break
I talked with a U.S. Army Reserve recruiter and decided that I
would be a Reservist. I pretty much made the decision before
even telling my parents that I was interested in joining the Army.
My parents had their influences on me, but I approached it
from the point of view that this is going to be a decision that I
make. Mom and Dad can’t help you much when you’re in basic
training and the drill sergeant is yelling at you.
When I got that deployment call, man, I couldn’t stand
still. My hands were shaking so bad. I called my dad first and
he was really calm. Then I called my mom at work and she
was surprisingly calm, too. I figured she was going to freak
out and do the whole motherly thing and worrying worstcase scenario. It was almost calming for me because if they’re
calm then I should be, too. But the rest of the day, I was pretty
much shot. Forget going to class that day, I skipped any classes
I had because I just couldn’t sit there and focus on whatever
remedial geology I was in at the time.
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On the Fuel Farm
The first time Haas had ever been out of the country was a
family vacation to Ontario, Canada to see the Niagara Falls.
The Jackson, Wis., native was finally notified a week before
Christmas 2006 that he would be leaving the country for the
second time in his life. This time it would be anything but a
vacation. From February 2007 to January 2008, Haas, who
was promoted to Sergeant, worked as a petroleum supply
specialist. He and his company were responsible for distributing
millions of gallons of fuel land and air vehicles in the 24-houra-day Victory Base Complex, which surrounds the Baghdad
International Airport. Haas learned that working 12-hour
shifts, six days a week in the beating sun on the large fuel farm
was a dangerous and draining job.
Since our job was outside all day every day on the fuel
farm, the weather played a big toll on everybody’s body.
Some days were just unbearably hot. One time it got up to
140 degrees Fahrenheit. There was no cloud cover in the
summer there at all so you get shade when you can.
But then going into the wintertime, it starts raining, and
doesn’t evaporate much. It just stays there so everything was
just mud. You would be walking around with 5 pounds of mud
on each of your boots. It made everything so much slower and
harder to move. It stuck all over your body. You just couldn’t
get away from the mud.
Also, at first, the amount of air traffic that went in and
out of that airport was pretty surreal. Big planes, small
planes, hundreds of helicopters, Apaches, and Blackhawks
always flying overhead. Sometimes they would fly really low
and sneak up on you and scare the crap out of you. What’s
interesting is all the planes have anti-ground-to-air defenses
that will deploy flares. When they’re flying low you always
hold your breath because we’re in a big gas station. We didn’t
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want any fire coming around our fuel. It takes a while to get
used to.
The hum of generators is a constant sound. You don’t
realize how quiet it is in Oshkosh when you don’t have
generators going 24 hours a day to supply electricity. You can
hear your own thoughts again.
We had one day in the middle of summer that one of our
50,000-gallon fuel bags sprung a leak towards the end of our
shift. It leaked fuel everywhere. That was a major nightmare
to clean up. I put in a 29-hour shift that day.   
I put out a fire once on our site. There was a small
electrical fire inside a break-room trailer. They were doing
their shift change at the time
“When I got home on leave so there was nobody in there.
in September, it was just so Me and another sergeant were
green everywhere.
the closest ones to it, and, all
I completely forgot what it of a sudden, we see smoke
was like. It was stunning.” coming up. We go over there
and peek our heads in. We see
flames going about 100 feet from diesel and aircraft fuel so we
quick radioed it back into our office and they called the base
fire department. Me and him, probably foolish of us, but we
went in there with tiny, little fire extinguishers into this metal
trailer and put out this electrical fire. It was a rush.
Some of the things I missed the most was having down
time, regular food, talking to friends and family. It’s great,
when I got home I didn’t see anybody with an Army uniform,
and it was glorious. One of the other things I didn’t expect to
miss was the color green. I had no idea. When I came home
on leave in September, it was just so green everywhere. I
completely forgot what it was like. It was stunning.
Adam T. Haas is expected to graduate from UW Oshkosh May
16, 2009 with a degree in Radio/Television/Film. His contract
with the Army Reserve ends December 2011.
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Meghan Carol Hofer
Age: 19
Hometown: Albany, Wis.
Military Rank: First-year cadet/ROTC
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MEGHAN CAROL HOFER
by Kate Zima

“I’ll Serve”
Having come from family with a military-rich history, Meghan
Carol Hofer of Albany, Wis., knows the significance of signing
her name on the dotted line.
My grandfather served in the Korean and Vietnam wars,
and my stepdad, Capt. Rob
Kubesh, is a retired member of
“This is what I really
the Air Force. My childhood
want to do, so it was not a
was spent on bases across the
hardship for me to just put country for the 16 years he’s
my name on the paper and been in the Air Force. I’ve
say, ‘I’ll serve.’”
always grown up on base.
Being around the military and
seeing the family that they all are just made me feel more
comfortable there than anywhere else.
I decided to join the ROTC program because my stepdad
and I had a long chat about what I was going to do with my
life. I wanted to be a part of the military, but I wanted to go to
school first to get my degree. He told me that I could do that
with the ROTC program, and I was sold.
Then, I sat down with my mom and dad and laid out the
whole deal of, “Yes, I want to go to college, but I need a way
to pay for it.” They were both very supportive, my dad more
so than mom. My mom was scared just because of the war
that’s going on right now and also because I’m her first-born
and I’m about to go off.
In order for me to get my scholarship for college, I had to
contract this past summer (2008). This is what I really want
to do, so it was not a hardship for me to just put my name
on the paper and say, “I’ll serve.”
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Life in the ROTC
Hofer is in the U.S. Army ROTC program as a first-year cadet.
While friends outside the military may enjoy the social aspects
of college life, she is well aware of what it means to wear the
U.S. Army uniform.
We have worked with guns in training. We do BRMs
(Basic Rifle Marksmanship) during lab so we shoot M16s.
It’s a little bit scary because you’re looking at the gun going,
“What is this foreign thing?” And then after a while, you’re
going, “This is kind of fun,” in a very scary way.
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I’ve never gone hunting. My dad hunts, but I just never
went with him. I’m one of those people who will eat meat.
Just don’t expect me to kill it.
Thinking about having to use a gun in the future to
defend myself is a little bit nerve-wracking, but if it comes
down to me or them, I will be selfish enough and choose me.
Meghan Carol Hofer is a freshman at the UW Oshkosh,
majoring in anthropology. After she earns her degree and
commissions as an officer, she will be eligible to be deployed.

Jon Jandrin
Age: 25
Hometown: Green Bay, Wis.
Military Rank/Unit: Sergeant, platoon
sergeant, Bulk Fuel Detachment B.,
the ESB, Green Bay, Wis. /
U.S. Marine Corps
Tours: August 2004-March 2005 and
October 2005-May 2006, in Fallujah,
Ramadi and Hit, Iraq
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JON JANDRIN
by Leah Arts

Heeding the Call
Three months before the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, Jon Jandrin
of Green Bay joined the United States Marines Corps. He was
17 and needed his parents to sign off on his decision.
My mother—I was always real close to her growing
up—her thought was, “This is my son. Why does he want to
do this?” She wouldn’t sign the paper work. She said, “I’m not
going to sign it. I’m not going to sign it.” I told her, “Well, you
can sign it now, or you can not sign it, and when I’m 18, I’ll
do it without you.” My mom signed the papers.
I remember when I was a kid, watching Top Gun and
just being amazed by
it. I thought that was a
“She wouldn’t sign the paper
great movie, and, for the
work. She said, ‘I’m not going
longest time, I wanted to
to sign it. I’m not going to sign
be a pilot. But to become
a pilot, you had to be an
it.’ I told her, ‘Well, you can
officer and go to college.
sign it now, or you can not sign
I didn’t want to wait.
it, and when I’m 18, I’ll do it

without you.’ My mom signed
My dad doesn’t
the papers.”
display a lot of emotion.
I never saw him cry
until the day I left for
boot camp in June 2002. That was the first time that he ever
showed any real emotion like that towards me. I didn’t tell
him that I volunteered to go to Iraq until the week before I
had left. That wasn’t something that you tell your parents.
My mom, she just didn’t want to see her son go away. I don’t
think I ever told her that I volunteered. How much would
she appreciate that? Does she think that I don’t value my life?
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It was tough because even to this day when I got off of active
duty, I told her I still have time on contract where I can get
recalled and go back to Iraq. She said, “ I won’t let you go.”
When I called her and told her that I missed the Marine
Corps, and I reenlisted back in the reserves in Green Bay, she
cried for days. The first thought in her mind was, “Is he going
to leave again? What’s going to happen?”

Caught in the Crossfire
Jandrin was deployed twice, both times to Iraq. He served in
Fallujah, Ramadi and the town of Hit in the Al Anbar province
in western Iraq. There, as a signals intelligence team leader, he
accompanied infantrymen on their foot patrols to gather enemy
intelligence. His high-profile job made him and his team highly
sought targets for the insurgents.
Our job was to provide signals intelligence to track
enemies, or to find information about the enemies that could
lead us to their location, or to protect other Marines so that
we could avoid ambushes. I looked at my job over there as
saving other Marines’ lives. Intelligence people were very
valuable. The information we provided was priceless, and
other Marines were instructed to protect us.
The first few days of Fallujah, we took immense gunfire.
You were always running. I hadn’t slept for three to four days.
We had taken over the apartment buildings on the north side
of Fallujah. It was a safe place to sleep. We took turns sleeping
on the floor. About two of the six of us would sleep when we
had the chance. The apartment was about five or six stories
high, and it was about a city block in length. Then insurgents
attacked us. It was rocket fire and machine-gun fire. The
building was rocking. I swear I thought the whole building
was going to collapse on us. The gunfire was intermittent so
it would come and go, but then it came on pretty steady for
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about 10 to 15 minutes. When the gunfire ended I knew that
either the insurgents were killed or they got away.
A million thoughts were going through my head. Being
over there brings your emotions out ten-fold. I remember
praying to God, “I just want to go home.”
I saw a young boy that got caught in crossfire between
Marines and insurgents.
My first thought was, “I
“I have a little brother ‘bout
have a little brother ‘bout
that same age, and what
that same age, and what if
if that was him?” The kid
that was him?’ The kid died
was evacuated and died
in flight. That hurt me. It was
in flight. That hurt me.
probably another three to four
It was probably another
days before I slept again.”
three to four days before I
slept again.
Jon Jandrin is now 25 and a junior at UW Oshkosh, majoring
in athletic training. In January 2009, he reenlisted for a threeyear contract with the Green Bay reserves unit, where he is a
platoon sergeant for Detachment Bulk Fuel B., 4th Engineer
Support Battalion. As of March when this interview took place,
he has yet to tell his mother that he had volunteered for both
his deployments.
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Dixie Maronn
Age: 27
Hometown: Omro, Wis.
Military Rank/Unit: Sergeant E-5,
the 1157th Transportation Company,
Wisconsin Army National Guard
Tour: September 2006- August 2007,
Taji, Iraq
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DIXIE MARONN
by Haley Montsma

Commitment
On a whim, Dixie Maronn and her best friend enlisted in the
Wisconsin Army National Guard. For the Omro, Wis., teen, the
military was a way to experience something new, get money for
college and to serve the country.
Tiffany and I were best friends since eighth-grade. After
we graduated from high school, we did something a little
crazy. The first year we took a three-and-a-half-week road
trip from Wisconsin to Washington, D.C. to Key West to
California and finally back to Wisconsin. The second year
we joined the Army together. Neither of us really knew if we
wanted to go to college. We figured college money would be
awesome. We’d get to experience things and serve our country.
When we were 19, we signed up together on May 28, 2001,
exactly one year from the day we graduated high school. My
mom wasn’t too happy about me joining, but my dad said,
“She’ll be fine.”

Attack on the Tower
During Maronn’s first six months of deployment she was
on tower guard at her base in Taji, Iraq (12 miles north of
Baghdad). Throughout the eight-hour shift she and another
soldier worked in a 25-to-30-foot tower watching for suspicious
vehicles. Maronn is fully aware how devastating an IED
(improvised explosive device) or mortar attack could be.
One mortar hit the tower. There are two people in the
tower at all times and a soldier down 50 yards in what we
called the kill shack. The kill shack is where information from
the convoys is taken, information like how many vehicles and
how many people were coming in and out of the base. When
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the mortar hit right on top
of our tallest tower, the guy
in the kill shack at the time
just turned into Superman
and flew up the tower and carried them both down. One guy
had shrapnel metal in his foot and the other guard, a girl, had
shrapnel metal in her arms. It was eye-opening. I had been
on pass at that time so when I came back, the tower was just
demolished. It was pretty surreal. Did I think that could have
been me? Absolutely! Absolutely!

“It’s a totally different cold.
It’s not like Wisconsin cold.
Your eyes hurt.”

The Coldness of War
Maronn, who has lived in Wisconsin all her life, is used to
climate changes. However, the temperature in Iraq was nothing
like what she had back home in Omro, Wis.
In the summer, the temperature during the day
sometimes got hotter than our thermostat could read (140
degrees F). It stayed 100-plus degrees at night too. But during
the winter months, it would get down to 30 at night. This
would not have been so bad, but I worked the night shift in
January in the towers. It gets cold. To stay warm we would
put on lots and lots of layers. It would take us literally a half
hour just to get all of our layers on. Then we would have to
waddle out there and climb up the tower. It was ridiculous.
It’s a totally different cold. It’s not like Wisconsin cold. Your
eyes hurt.

Candy Parade
During Maronn’s second six months in Iraq her job shifted
from tower guard to being a truck driver. Maronn navigated
heavily armored tractor-trailer trucks through the potholeinfested roads of Iraq. Although the terrain was rough, Maronn
saw bright spots along the way.
Almost every night when we went on our missions,
there was one house where there would be five kids waiting
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for us outside. It was almost like we were going through a
little village because there were a few street lights around
the house. My truck buddy and I would always make a bag
of candy because we always got a ton of candy in our care
packages. As long as we would go by before midnight, they
would be out waiting to wave to us. We would toss a bag of
candy out to them, hard candies, usually butterscotch discs
and stuff like that. The kids would be very excited but there
were always a few dogs out by them. We thought maybe
sometimes the kids didn’t even get to eat the candy.

Truck Convoy
As a truck driver Maronn executed strategic missions at night
to deliver oil/gas to a new developing base, south of Baghdad.
While driving, she would be hyper-aware of who or what
potentially was out there.
I was with the external platoon. We’re the ones that ran
missions outside of the base camp to this other base they
were building. We always had 35-40 trucks with us in our
convoy, six of those being gun trucks. We would have one
gun truck lead, followed by four trucks, then another gun
truck, then four trucks, etc. The roads were horrible, lots of
potholes, which are potentially dangerous because the enemy
liked to put IEDs in them. The lead gun truck would throw
chem-lights, which are like glow sticks, into the potholes so
you would avoid them. Sometimes we still ran into IEDs but
it didn’t really harm our trucks.
I took small arms fire once, which is the enemy shooting
at us, but our trucks were so heavily armored that it just
looked like powder on the side where it was shot. They make
bombs now that can pierce through the tanks. Those are the
scary ones right now.
Dixie Maronn’s contract with the Wisconsin Army National
Guard ends May 29, 2010. Now 27, she is in her first year of
the nursing program at UW Oshkosh.
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Nicole Middleton
Age: 27
Hometown: Green Bay, Wis.
Military Rank/Unit: E-4 Specialist,
1157th Transportation Company,
Wisconsin Army National Guard
Tours: June 2006- August 2007, Taji, Iraq
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NICOLE MIDDLETON
by Zak Krauss

Becoming a Soldier
When Nicole Middleton enlisted with the Wisconsin Army
National Guard in 2000, she was 19 and didn’t have a way to
pay for college. Middleton did not know then but, by signing up,
she was headed for more than a college education.
I joined for the college money. I was the first person from
my family to go to college. I didn’t want my parents to have to
pay for it, so the Army seemed like a good option.
My mom didn’t even know I had done it. I actually went
down to the recruiting station and signed on the dotted line
without saying anything to her. She found out when my
recruiter stopped by the house. My mom was like, “You
joined the Army?” I said, “Yeah, but don’t worry, it’s only the
National Guard.”
In basic training, I got to shoot a bazooka, a M203, which
is the grenade launcher, attached to the bottom of a M16. That
was awesome. I got to throw a live grenade over a wall. It was
crazy fun.
When we first got into Iraq, it was the worst plane ride I
have ever had in my life. I thought I was going to throw up.
They did a combat landing, which is lowering altitude and
then swaying from side to side and then lowering altitude and
swaying from side to side. I think they were trying to make
people sick. Mostly I was thinking, “Please don’t let me throw
up, and please don’t let our plane get shot down.”

Life on Base
From October 2006-August 2007, Middleton spent much of her
tour on Camp Taji, a U.S. Army military base 12 miles north of
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Baghdad. She was part of a staff that handles the distribution
of parts for military vehicles. The base has some amenities that
remind her of home like a Taco Bell and a swimming pool.
I was part of the maintenance crew so I really didn’t do a
lot of going off post. I was probably off base three times while
I was there. I was basically what they call the “Tool Nazi”
because I am a very organized person. People would take
things and not sign them out. They put me there for a reason.
It’s because I would yell at people. I was in charge of keeping
everything organized and keeping everything up to date.
We had an outdoor pool that I got to make use of
everyday! I had a really good tan going by the end of the
tour. There was also country line dancing every Friday
night at one of the MWR (morale, welfare, and recreation)
buildings. MWR buildings are places where you can go to
watch movies, play video game, play pool or just hang out
with other troops. They also had a miniature golf course that
I guess some engineers built a few years before I got there. It
wasn’t bad but I suck at mini golf.

Nicole Middleton and Dixie Maronn, Camp Atterbury, Indiana.

Under Fire
Although Middleton did not engage in active combat while
on tour, she does know how it feels to be under attack. Her
first taste of war came within days of being in country when
insurgents fired rounds into the base. Two weeks later, she was
part of a 18-truck convoy to another base to drop off supplies
when insurgents mounted an
attack. Two weeks before she
“That’s when the shooting
returned to the United States, started. The gunfire on the
she dodged another close one. truck sounded like someone
The first convoy I went
on was at night because
all convoy operations are
performed after daylight

taking a really small hammer
and tinging it on metal.
You barely notice it after
while. It’s not bad.”
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hours. There’s a curfew for civilians. We were about a mile
or so away from the checkpoint, which was manned by Iraqi
police and other forces. There were dogs in the street. We
were rounding a corner. That’s when the shooting started.
The gunfire on the truck sounded like someone taking a
really small hammer and tinging it on metal. You barely
notice it after while. It’s not bad.
All we did was speed up so the gun trucks could get in
and see where the fire was coming from. I think the person
must have shot up a couple trucks and ran off because you
could hear over the radio that the area looked clear. I can’t
remember the name of the base, but we were going to drop
off Texas barriers and fuel. Texas barriers are huge pieces of
cement used to protect an area. It was a shithole with nothing
on it...I do remember that. I slept inside the cab and my
driver slept on top of the fuel tanker.
The scariest time for me was the last two weeks. We were
in transit housing, which is like a big huge metal shed with
bunks in it. We had incoming of about five or seven rounds.
It shook the whole building. And it’s hot so you’re sitting
there in shorts and a sports bra trying to sleep, and the next
thing you know, there are explosions all over the place.
Once they were done we went out to see what had
been hit. They ended up hitting the Taco Bell and a few
other restaurants. The area that was hit by all that incoming
was one of the most populated areas on post. That was the
scariest because you’re getting ready to leave and it seems like
that’s when you are the most vulnerable to being attacked
and hurt because you aren’t thinking about it. All you are
thinking about is going home instead of being in a war zone.
Nicole Middleton returned to Wisconsin Aug. 29, 2007.
Her eight-year contract with the Wisconsin Army National
Guard ended April 2008. She is now a junior at UW Oshkosh,
majoring in journalism.
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Shawn Michael Monroe
Age: 30
Hometown: Oshkosh, Wis.
Military Rank/Unit: Sergeant, Forward
Observer, Squad Leader, HHC 3-156
Infantry Regiment of the Louisiana
National Guard
Tour: August 2004-October 2005,
Western Baghdad, Iraq
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SHAWN MICHAEL MONROE
by Jay Spanbauer

Leaving Home
Shawn Michael Monroe joined the Wisconsin Army National
Guard in 1999 because he felt it was something he had to do.
The military has always played an important role in his family.
At that time, Monroe was in the process of transferring to
UW Oshkosh from another university. And then the terrorists
attacked the United States on Sept. 11.
My grandfather was a WWII veteran, and his
grandfather was a WWI veteran. When it came time for me
to go, I really didn’t have any second thoughts, it was just
something that we did. I signed up in 1999 and was a part of
Charlie Battery 120th
“You’ve seen the bad side – the
Field Artillery, and
dark side of humanity – so you’ve I signed up to be a
Forward Observer. My
seen what other people are
capable of doing and what you’re primary job was to call
for and direct artillery,
capable of doing. It changes
mortar, and air strikes.
the world from a rainbow and

sunshine world, to something a
little bit darker.”

When Sept. 11
happened, there were
a lot of rumors flying
around, and we were told to have our equipment ready to
ship out any day if it got bigger than it was. I was going
to school at that time, and I just stopped going to classes.
I volunteered to go to Iraq in 2004 because I was sick of
waiting around. I didn’t want to get stuck with a convoy
security or base security mission. I wanted to be in the fight.
There wasn’t one point where I was like, “All right, now
I’m mentally prepared to go.” It’s something you can train
for and rehearse, but until you’re there, until you’ve seen it
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happen, until you live in it, you can’t really be prepared
for it. The flight to Iraq you can remember pretty clear
because that is one of the times it really hits you that, “Oh
crap, I’m leaving.”

On the front lines in Baghdad
Monroe doesn’t need to read the newspapers or watch the
evening news to know the effects of war. He has the constant
ringing in his ears and the pounding headaches as permanent
reminders from a war injury. Monroe served in Iraq from
2004-2005 as a Forward Observer sergeant responsible for
about 10 soldiers.
I didn’t want to fall into the trap where every Muslim
person is my enemy. I wanted to lead by example for my
guys. I didn’t want them to become racist or jaded. I think
me and the guys on my team treated the civilians the way we
were supposed to.
By the time January and February came around, it was
cold and rainy. I was attached to a bunch of Louisiana boys
and they had never felt cold before, so they were hurting
on some of those nights when it gets down to probably the
upper 30s, lowers 40s. Being from Wisconsin, I had to be
hard-headed about it. I never wore my jacket or anything.
There were a couple of nights where we were sitting on an
observation post looking for a sniper, and it was so cold that
I pulled my arms into my body armor. But I didn’t let my
guys see that because I’m from Wisconsin, and you don’t
know what cold is until you’ve come here.
War, for us, at least in my unit and sector, was about 90
percent walking around in the heat with nothing happening,
and then the other 10 percent where you’re scared shitless
because you’re in contact with the enemy.
On an average day, we probably try to get out on patrol
in the city by 3 or 4 in the morning. You probably do that for

10 hours, sometimes 12 hours depending on if you
found an improvised explosive device (IED) buried in the
road or something.
I was involved with a couple IEDs, and actually sustained
what they call a TBI, or a traumatic brain injury. Aug. 5, 2005
– my ears have been ringing straight since then.
As a Forward Observer, there was one fire mission, in
particular, where we were up on a water tower. We were
shooting our artillery about as far as they could shoot, about
20 kilometers (about 12 miles). You can imagine that if the
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gun barrel is off an inch 20km away, all of a sudden, that inch
is huge.
The rounds came in and they had landed pretty close to
where I wanted them to be, so I did the smallest correction
that you can do the math for, which would have moved the
rounds about 90 feet north of where they hit. I called it in,
and when they computed it, they didn’t do it from where I
was seeing the target, they did it from the guns to the target.
They ended up bringing the guns on us.
We are up on this water tower and I can hear the cannon
shoot. You can hear the bang from that, and you have about
10 seconds until the round hits. You hear the shot, and you’re
curled up in a little ball, and you start counting down in your
head, “10, 9…” The 155mm Field Artillery hit, and you know
that they’re off, and you know there are four more coming.
That was the one time I was just sitting and waiting, thinking
that I’m actually going to
die doing this.
“You can see your psychologist
But I didn’t die, and
I’ll never call an artillery
mission from on a water
tower again. Put that
in the training manual,
“Don’t climb up a
water tower.”

and tell them everything, but
your psychologist, unless he or
she’s been there, is never going
to be able to say, ‘I understand
what you’re going through,
and it makes total sense to me.’”

Returning home
Coming back, Monroe took time off to readjust to life as a
civilian. He eventually returned to school and graduated from
UW Oshkosh in January 2008 with degrees in geography
and international studies with an emphasis on global and
national security.
When I first came back from Iraq, I took six months off
to not do anything. I spent all my money on partying and

having a good time and going to Vegas. Then I got a job at a
warehouse. I worked that for about three months and said,
“I’m not doing that for the rest of my life,” so I decided to go
back to school and take it serious. Three semesters later, I
graduated.
I work for the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA)
now, helping guys coming back, as a peer counselor. I relate
my story to what a lot of the other guys are coming back and
going through. My job basically is to take away some of the
medical and government face of the VA so it is not quite as
scary of an organization. We are there to advocate for these
guys that are having a little bit of a hard time reintegrating
into civilian life.
I wanted to be part of the military, but I didn’t want to
go back; this is a way I can help my fellow soldiers and still
feel like part of the team. You can see your psychologist and
tell them everything, but your psychologist, unless he or she’s
been there, is never going to be able to say, “I understand
what you’re going through, and it makes total sense to me.”
I’m always security-minded. I’m always worried that
something is going to happen to my wife or something is
going to happen to the baby. You come across as being overprotective, and you want everything to be in your control
because you have seen so much that is out of your control.
You’ve seen the bad side – the dark side of humanity – so
you’ve seen what other people are capable of doing and what
you’re capable of doing. It changes the world from a rainbow
and sunshine world, to something a little bit darker.
Shawn Michael Monroe, now 30, is currently working for the
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs in Appleton, Wis., as
a peer counselor, helping returning veterans. His first child,
Molly, was born on Feb. 24, 2009.

Christopher Palumbo
Age: 22
Hometown: Utica, New York /
Everywhere, USA
Military Rank/Unit: 1st Lieutenant,
432nd Civil Affairs Battalion, U.S.
Army Reserve, Green Bay, Wis.

Christopher Palumbo
by Clayton Ransom

The Army Brat
Christopher Palumbo has only known the military life. He is
the son of a career military officer and a stay-at-home mom,
who at one point was enlisted herself. Palumbo went to Valley
Forge Military Junior College in Wayne, Pennsylvania where
he participated in the U.S. Army ROTC Early Commissioning
Program, a two-year accelerated program and commissioned
as a sophomore. He is currently enrolled in the ROTC
program at UW Oshkosh and is ready to pursue his career
in the military.
My father is a full-time soldier at a reserve center in
Green Bay. He has been in the
active guard reserve program
“I joined the Army for the
for a good 10 years now. He
originally enlisted in the Army duty and patriotism
in 1976 finishing basic training and honor that come with
wearing the uniform.”
in 1977 and has been working
with the military ever since.
Being an Army brat and growing up on a military base
was a great experience. We lived on two bases. Our first base
was on Fort Dix, New Jersey outside of Trenton. The second
base we lived on was in Fort Bragg in North Carolina. I
would say that of the two bases I enjoyed Fort Bragg more,
that’s where I matured, and that’s where I made the decision
to join the Army.
I’ve always been a good son. Being a pre-teen on a
military base there wasn’t really much that a kid can get in
trouble for. Maybe being past curfew or being too rough on
the football field, but just normal kid stuff.

My parents joined the military, I don’t want to speak for
them, but from what I’ve been told from my parents, is that
they did it for the adventure, they did it for the money and
they did it for serving their country. They saw it as a patriotic
duty to put on the uniform of an American soldier and to
serve and protect the rights of American citizens.

Like Father, Like Son
Palumbo serves in the same unit with his father, who is the
full-time operations officer for the 432nd Civil Affairs Battalion
in Green Bay. He trains once a month at the reserve center
with his father and other soldiers. At home, his father is just
Dad, but at the reserve center, he’s Maj. Palumbo, and it’s
strictly business.
Working at the reserve center in Green Bay and putting
on the uniform, we put aside the personal and family issues
that we have, good or bad. And once I’m working at the
reserve center, it’s professional and about getting the job
done.
Most of the senior sergeants and officers do know that
I’m the son of Maj. Palumbo. For the new soldiers who come
to the unit, they have no idea. When they see two Palumbos
in the same unit, they think maybe relatives by marriage or
just random coincidence that there’s two Palumbos in the
same unit.

Duty, Patriotism and Honor
Palumbo, who was adopted from South Korea as a newborn,
fully appreciates the freedoms his adoptive country has to offer.
Palumbo feel an obligation to the United States because, as he
puts it, “It is in my blood to serve and protect our great nation.”
Being born in South Korea and being adopted to
wonderful parents, I felt that it was my duty and my
responsibility as a citizen of the United States to join the U.S.

Army and pay forward to the luxuries and freedoms I have
been given. I joined the Army for the duty and patriotism
and honor that come with wearing the uniform.
I did it to represent the flag of freedom and prosperity.
Sept. 11, I would say, was an ingredient to the boiling
pot that inspired me to join the military. Living on Fort Bragg
at the time, there was a sense of urgency of signing up and
joining the Army because everyone within the city limits knew
someone in uniform and thought it was their obligation.
Just like in Pearl Harbor back in 1941 where we saw
that an attack on America was an attack on all. People joined
because they felt the need to join their brothers in arms in
combat to defend their country. For myself, Sept. 11 was a
defining point and one of the reasons why I joined the Army.
Christopher Palumbo, now 1st Lieutenant, U.S. Army Reserve,
is majoring in history at UW Oshkosh. His 10-year contract
with the U.S. Army Reserve ends September 2015. Palumbo
plans to volunteer to deploy in 2010 or when needed by the
U.S. Army.
Christopher Palumbo with his parents, Christine and Maj. Marco Palumbo

Morgan Ringeisen
Age: 22
Hometown: St. Cloud, Wis.
Military Rank/Unit: Petroleum Supply
Specialist, 832nd Medical Company Air
Ambulance/first-year cadet ROTC
Tour: September 2006- September 2007,
Taji and Baghdad, Iraq
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MORGAN RINGEISEN
by Kristen Manders

Christmas in Baghdad
Morgan Ringeisen of St. Cloud, Wis., enlisted in the Wisconsin
Army National Guard when he was 17. He didn’t have the
greatest high school career and saw the military as a way to
start a new life. Ringeisen was deployed in June 2006 and
spent his first three months in Camp Atterbury, Indiana.
Afterward he was sent to Iraq for a year with the 1157th
Transportation Company out of Oshkosh, Wis., as a petroleum
supply specialist. For the first three months, he was stationed
in Taji, about 12 miles north of Baghdad. In the remaining
nine months of his tour,
he was at Camp Liberty, a
“For the most part, I tried
U.S.-controlled base camp
not to think about home.
in Baghdad. Ringeisen
If I didn’t think about it, I
quickly adapted to the
wouldn’t miss home.”
stressful life in the war
zone. But on certain days,
he remembered all that he had left behind in Wisconsin.
On all the major holidays they always have a big dinner
at the base. They have pretty much any feast you can think
of with all the fixings. But, for me, a lot of the holidays just
blended in together because you woke up and did the same
thing everyday whether it was a holiday or not.
It would have been nice to be able to have Christmas
Day off and just say, “Hey, it’s Christmas. We’re not going to
shoot at you today,” but it’s a combat zone. You don’t really
have that option. It was another day. I actually went out on a
mission that night. It’d be three to 10 trucks delivering fuel to
other bases. I’ve never seen urban Baghdad during the day.
It’s always been at night.
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Christmas Day, my squad leader’s wife had sent care
packages for everybody in the squad. That was the one thing
that I opened on Christmas in Baghdad. He personalized
stuff for everybody. My squad leader always had Swedish
Fish and everybody was always around to raid his Swedish
Fish. His wife got everybody a big bag of Swedish Fish and
put that in the care package.
My mom sent a care package with a little Santa hat but
other than that I didn’t really ask for too much for Christmas
that year. The one thing that I always asked for from my
mom in care packages were Old Wisconsin Pepperoni
Sausages out of Sheboygan. Every care package that I ever
received there was always a couple little packs of those. That
was my little snack food, my comfort food.
As a kid, growing up, Christmas was all about getting up
and opening presents. Then we’d all go to one of my aunts’ or
uncles’ houses for Christmas dinner and we’d hang out. That
was the one thing that was different, just not seeing family
on Christmas Day. For the last umpteen years, it’s been at
my Uncle Herb’s. He’d always cook a turkey, ham and all the
fixings to go with it. It was spending time with my cousins,
brother and sister.
It didn’t hit me that I was missing Christmas. It hit me a
couple days after when I got an e-mail saying how everybody
was. That was one of the times when I was homesick. For the
most part, I tried not to think about home. For me, it would
bring me down because I would miss home so much that I
couldn’t focus on what I had to do to just get out of there. If I
didn’t think about it, I wouldn’t miss home.
Upon his return to the U.S. in September 2007, Morgan
Ringeisen volunteered to be an instructor at Fort Bliss in
El Paso, Texas, for a year. Now 23, Ringeisen is a first-year
cadet in the ROTC program, majoring in physics at
UW Oshkosh.
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Eric Strike
Age: 25
Hometown: New London, Wis.
Military Rank/Unit: Sergeant, 82nd
Airborne, U.S. Army
Tours: December 2003 – February 2004,
Ramadi, Iraq
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ERIC STRIKE
by Chris Schattl

Ambushed
Ever since he was a kid, Eric Strike of New London, Wis.,
wanted to be a police officer. When he graduated high school,
he didn’t want to go to a four-year college right away, but
going to a two-year technical school, he said, would leave
him shy of 21, the age he needed to be to carry a handgun. Being
a military police officer seemed like an attractive alternative.
Little did Strike know that the road to his dream would not be
easy and would nearly cost him his life.

Eric Strike with his grandfather Leland Butt.

I had two ambushes. One time I had an RPG (rocketpropelled grenade) sail over my head, and small arms fire
bounce off the truck where I ended up firing back with my
machine gun and my grenade launching machine gun. I also
had another time when it was just small arms fire, where it
was just bouncing off the truck, and I fired back with just my
small arm machine gun that time.

Getting Injured
After being assigned to Ramadi, Strike became the lead
gunner for convoys going to and from the “triangle,” the
area between Baghdad, Fallujah, and Ramadi. Feb. 5,
2004 began as a routine day for Strike. His mission: to
escort a soldier—who was returning to the United States
on emergency leave—to Baghdad. He didn’t know at the
beginning of the mission that he, too, would soon be
heading home.
I woke up in the morning and took a soldier to Baghdad
that was going to go home for emergency leave. Then after
going through Fallujah, we went up to the al Habbaniyah area.
All of a sudden there was an explosion on the side of the road,
and shrapnel entered my forearm.
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My first words were, “Oh fuck.” You might want to mark
that up as a couple choice words. Seeing the flash of the
explosion, I went down into the truck to try to escape any
debris that was flying through the air. Unfortunately, one
piece got me before I got down. I squatted down inside the
truck and noticed that I had extreme pain in my forearm.
I grasped my left forearm. My driver told me that I was
bleeding.
We ended up driving forward to get out of the danger
zone. Then we came to a stop, pulled off the road. My
sergeant cut up my sleeve and bandaged up my forearm.
They called for a medevac (medical evacuation) to come.
During that time some
Special Forces doctors
“Seeing the flash of the
pulled up behind us, and
explosion, I went down into
re-bandaged my arm.
the truck to try to escape
Then 15 minutes later the
any debris that was flying
helicopter came and landed
through the air.”
by us. They put me onto
a gurney, flopped me into
the helicopter and gave me the ride of my life back to the
hospital in Baghdad.

Coming Home
After a surgery in Baghdad to repair a nerve in his left
forearm, Strike called to his parents via satellite phone to tell
them that he was coming home.
I got back to Adams Air Force Base in Maryland, right
by D.C., and spent two or three days there. I had a fun little
time with some of the other soldiers. I got to joke around
with some guy, who asked how me and another soldier got
injured. We both had arm injuries, so we told him we got
injured in a ping-pong battle. He believed it. I got released on
Feb. 14, Valentine’s Day, 2004. I was deemed non-deployable.
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Going to College
With his military career over, Strike enrolled in the criminal
justice program at the UW Oshkosh. After a slow start,
Strike became involved in many student programs, including
putting on a car show and becoming a Nelson Hall dormitory
community advisor
Being a college student after being in Iraq was definitely
different. I don’t think I had too much of a problem with
the workload. That was probably the easiest thing. It was
different in regards to the kind of people you’re with. Soldiers
are structured. We worked together all the time, compared to
everyone at college being individuals. Students have different
styles of talking compared to everybody in the military. I
went slowly into it. I didn’t completely dive in. Kind of like
when I went to Kuwait before my deployment, I was there for
two weeks to get acclimated to the temperature and the time
and everything. My first semester of college, I only took 12
credits and didn’t do an interim whatsoever, just so I could
get the feel for how it would go. Then after that I stepped it
up to 18 credits and 19 credits.

Police Academy
Upon graduating from UW Oshkosh in 2008 with a criminal
justice degree, Strike is on his way to become a police officer.
He is currently attending Fox Valley Technical College Law
Enforcement Academy.
Pretty much everything I’ve done has led up to joining
the police academy. I went in as a military police officer
because I wanted to get the experience and to basically have
college paid for and have the maturity and ambition to go
through college later.

life right now. I’m working my butt off to get where I want to,
but some of them, I guess you could say, look up to me for
what I’ve done, or they show that pride for what I had done.
The military gave me a lot of confidence in myself. I’ve
kind of always had the determination and the drive and the
hard work ethic, so I think that was helped out and pushed to
a higher level with the military.
Now I kind of have a harder take at life. Some people
just want to get by, but I know that you have to work towards
what you’re getting to. Things don’t stand out to me as much
as they do to other people. I think people might take certain
things harder than I do just
because I know that stuff is
“Soldiers are structured.
going to happen. I’ve heard
We worked together all
of other soldiers where it
the time, compared to
sticks with them all the time.
everyone at college being
I don’t really have too much
individuals.”
of a problem with that. I
have about 90 to 95 percent
strength and mobility left in
my forearm. I’m still going for what I want to do, and I still
get to go out and have fun with people.
I’m pretty happy. I’m living a good life. I’m out of the
military, but I wouldn’t take it back. I was blessed with stuff
that I had seen, or hadn’t seen. I don’t think I’ve seen too
much stuff that will eat at me for the rest of my life, and I’m
really blessed for that.
Strike, now 25, is scheduled to graduate from the police
academy in April 2009.

Do people treat me differently now? Maybe a little bit,
but I think that a lot of that has to do with where I’m at in my
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Nate Wilhelms
Age: 24
Hometown: Fond du Lac, Wis.
Military Rank/Unit: Specialist with
the Wisconsin Army National Guard
2-127th Battalion/fourth-year cadet
ROTC program
Tour: August 2005-August 2006,
Safwan, Iraq
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NATE WILHELMS
by Katie Holliday

Casualty of War
At 17, Nate Wilhelms decided to join the military to, as he says,
“be a part of something bigger.” He signed up for the Wisconsin
Army National Guard in 2002, and in August 2005, Wilhelms’
unit, Charlie Company 2nd 127th Light Infantry Separate
Infantry Battalion, deployed to Safwan, Iraq, which is at the
border of Kuwait and Iraq. His job was to provide convoy
security. A little over a month after arriving in Iraq, Wilhelms
learned firsthand the vagaries of war.
You’re always worried. What’s gonna happen today? Is this
my last mission? Two days after my 21st birthday, a buddy of
mine was killed. His name was Sgt. Andrew Wallace. It hits
you. It was like a coin flip almost, how the night before the
mission we were sitting there, and we were both approached
about a mission. Our team leaders talked to us about it.
They were like, “Well, who wants to go up north, and who
wants to do a sustainment push?” I guess our team won or lost
however you want to look at it. We were at another base, when
we got the phone call that their truck was hit approximately
10 miles north of our base. [Editor’s note: On Sept. 26, 2005,
Army Sgt. Andrew Wallace, 25, Oshkosh, Wis. was killed with
Army Spc. Michael Wendling, 20, Mayville, Wis. when a bomb
exploded near their vehicle in Shaibah, Iraq. Both were part
of the Army National Guard’s 2nd Battalion, 127th Infantry
Regiment, 32nd Infantry Brigade,
“Two days after my 21st
Fond du Lac, Wis.]
Really, there’s not a whole
lot you could do. You still have
to find some way to drive on. I
knew him before, but it was only

birthday, a buddy of mine
was killed. His name was
Sgt. Andrew Wallace. It
hits you.”
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brief encounters because we’d train at different armories. But
once we mobilized we became, OK, this guy’s got my back, I
gotta have his back. It was just that bond that forms.
When we were rolling on convoys our threats were either
IEDs (improvised explosive devices), or sporadic fire coming
in at us, or we’d maybe get a small ambush. But because of
the firepower we carried, it wasn’t feasible for them to really
stay and fight with a mobile truck.
We know the consequences of our actions signing up. We
know what we’re getting ourselves into. It’s just not for the
money. People are forgetting what they’re doing when they
sign up, but some of us still know, wholeheartedly, what’s
expected of us, and what can happen.

The Streets of Iraq
Despite the grim reality of war, Wilhelms saw an Iraq that
is often missing from the news reports.
When we were out on patrol we’d see people out there
having hard times, we’d get out, we’d set up our security,
and we’d have one of our guys help them. We’d just talk to
them, converse with them. We’d give stuffed animals to
the children. Just little stuff like that greatly improves your
relationship with the locals.
The ones that we helped weren’t the ones we were after.
It was like going out and talking to your neighbors. They
were friendly. One guy, he lived outside of town, he had no
electricity out there and wanted to know what was going on.
Of course we didn’t have access to their news, but we had
access to what was going on. He wanted to know if Saddam
was dead yet. He was all rejoiceful with us being there and
happy with what we were doing.
I know it’s weird, but the smell burns, it burns your
nostrils. There was trash all over when I was there. Feces,
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dead animals. There were donkeys all over the place. If a
donkey gets hit in the road, they take it to the side of the
road and they let it rot. Same with a dog. They’d throw their
trash outside. By the end of the tour, August 2006, they
improved their sanitation. They’d have garbage trucks come
and do landfills, and then they’d cover it all up. But with the
sand, it’s hard to keep smell down.
On one mission we were headed up north, we were
stopped because of something in the road. It was an IED.
We were part of several convoys reaching six miles long.
We got out, and the private security, the Iraqi private
security firm that was securing the oil tankers turned the
radio on and started dancing. We turned ours on, and we
started dancing, too.

Away From the War Zone
Wilhelms returned to Wisconsin in August 2006 and
immersed himself as a student, first at UW-Fond du Lac and
then at UW Oshkosh. Almost three years have passed since
he was in Iraq, but for Wilhelms, the switch from an ordered
military life to the seemingly unstructured life of a college
student provided a new challenge.
I had a hard time readjusting. I got all these college
kids that are younger than me, sitting there throwing their
opinion in when they have no idea what’s going on. Now
granted, everybody’s entitled to their own opinion, but they
only base facts on what they hear. Until you’ve actually been
there and know what it’s like, you really don’t have a feel of it.
You have to mentally prepare yourself, not just
physically. That’s one thing people don’t understand. There’s
a saying that “You go into war as a boy, but you come out as
a man.” It’s not just an overnight thing. You come out more
aged mentally and almost physically to a point. That’s the
way I felt. I’m going to my peers, and I’m seeing them still
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living with Mom and Dad and having fun at the bar, and it’s
like, “Dude, seriously? You need to grow up.”
The news portrays what they want, or what they think
is going on. Yes, they always show the fighting because
people always want to see action. People don’t like the fact
that there’s death. It’s a fact of life. Yes, it’s horrible, and it’s a
tragedy, but when there is a war, there’s always going to be
tragedy. There’s always going to be a cost, not just financially.
You’re always gonna get a human death toll.
Now, the thing that always gets me is that people
compare this to Vietnam, and it’s like, no, we were in
Vietnam for 11 years and, towards the end, people were
getting sick of it. People blame Bush for this, but something
had to get done. This was the course of action that was taken.
You say you support the
troops, but you don’t
“There’s a saying that ‘You
support Bush, or you hate
go into war as a boy, but you
the government. Kinda
come out as a man.’ That’s the
conflicting there. To the
way I felt. I’m going to my
media, they should look
peers, and I’m seeing them
at more stuff. We didn’t
still living with Mom and Dad have any press coverage
and having fun at the bar, and on us, but yet we did
it’s like, ‘Dude, seriously? You more humanitarian
need to grow up.’”
work with the locals on a
daily basis.
Like I said it changes you. I’ll never be the same person.
If you have a traumatic experience in your life, you’ll never
be the same person that you once were because it always
changes you.
Nate Wilhelms, who is graduating with a history degree
from UW Oshkosh, is scheduled to commission as a 2nd
Lieutenant May 15, 2009. He could be deployed as early as
November 2009.

Matthew Young
Age: 27
Hometown: Kimberly, Wis.
Military Rank/Unit: Sergeant,
Squad Leader, U.S. Marine Corps,
Fox Company 2nd Battalion
24th Marine Regiment
Tours: February-June 2003, Kuwait;
September 2004-March 2005,
Mahmudiyah, Iraq
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MATTHEW YOUNG
by Jessica Sosnoski and Grace Lim

Once a Marine...
Matthew Young is no bystander. Where there is action, Young
wants to be in the mix of it. He enlisted with the U.S. Marine
Corps in 1999 to serve his country, and, as he puts it, “to
make a difference in the world.” Although Young completed his
contract with the Marines in May 2005, he remains forever
a Marine.
Don’t call me a soldier. There is a difference between
soldiers and Marines. All services have different titles. Air
Force are airmen, Navy are sailors, Army are soldiers, and
Marines are Marines. Once a Marine, always a Marine, never
an ex-Marine.
I joined the Marine Corps because I wanted to prove
something to myself. I wanted to serve my country and make
a difference in the world.
Most people don’t understand this, but when you are
in the Marine Corps and there is a war, and you are left at
home, it is like your team is at the state championships, and
you are stuck on the bench. You don’t want to be left on the
sidelines. You always hope the country avoids war, but if
there is one, you want to be involved in it.
I was in the infantry. I was a squad leader, and I was in
direct command of up to 12 Marines. The infantry is the tip
of the spear of the military. That’s what most people think
when they think about the military. We’re the ones who go
in and find the bad guys. We’re the ones who do the fighting.
We kick in the doors and do what we have to do, whether
it’s a night raid or to engage with the population to gather
intelligence. Then we hopefully follow up on that intelligence
to capture or kill the enemy. That’s the objective.
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“This is it. I’m toast.”
As a member of the Marine Corps rifle squad whose mission
is to “repel the enemy’s assault by fire and close combat,” Young
knows what it’s like to dodge mortars and fire back at enemies
seen and unseen.
In Kuwait 2003 was the first time I was under enemy
fire. We had some incoming missiles that almost hit the
camp. I think the scariest thing is indirect fire because there
is nobody to shoot back at, especially when they are 40 miles
away shooting at you.
Time really slows down when you are under fire. The
first two weeks I was in a city called Yusufiyah (about 15
miles southwest of Baghdad). We went into a city that pretty
much had no law. The
insurgents took over
“When you are in the Marine
the area and started
Corps and there is a war,
taking it out on the
and you are left at home, it is
local population. They
like your team is at the state
started mortaring the
championships, and you are
civilian population, and
stuck on the bench.”
we had to take out the
people doing that. We
wrestled the city back from the insurgent population. You
had to not think about the bad guys as real people and take
them out.
There was one time, Oct. 30, 2004, in particular where
I thought, this is it. We were on this highway west of
Yusufiyah setting up a vehicle checkpoint. My squad of
about dozen had gotten out of two Humvees. We were on the
ground for about 20 minutes when the mortars came. The
enemy had the mortars right on top of my squad, meaning
that they were falling within a few feet of my position. After
the first one hit, we all hit the ground. You don’t run away.
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You don’t ever run away. I thought two of my guys were
killed so I started running toward their position. When the
enemy mortars, they usually only shoot three rounds because
then they pick up and move before we could shoot back. That
time they shot more than that, I think it was about six, and I
was caught in the open. I was like, “Well, this is it. I’m toast.”
[Editor’s note: Young said that mortars had come from about
1,500m away (a little under a mile), and that the rain of
mortars lasted about 30
seconds. One of Young’s
“When the enemy mortars, they
men spotted the attackers usually only shoot three rounds
and called their location
because then they pick up and
in to the base. Within
move before we could shoot
minutes the base mortars
back. That time they shot more
returned fire, but the
attackers had already left. than that, I think it was about
six, and I was caught in the
No one was injured from
open. I was like, ‘Well, this is it.
Young’s squad.]

I’m toast.’”

Away from the Fight
It’s been four years since Young was last at the front lines;
however, he has yet to forget anything about his time there.
Everything there is just far more real. If you did
something wrong there, there is direct consequence. You
do something wrong here, like you messed up on a test, it’s
“Oops, oh, I guess I’ll have to do better next time.” If you
messed up over there, that was it.
When I watch movies now I always analyze them to see
if that could happened in real life. I see a hand grenade going
off in a movie, I’m always going, “Oh, I wish we had some of
those,” because they don’t really do that in real life. In movies,
a grenade can blow up a building. No, it can’t. It can, maybe,
take out a room, but not a whole building.

Movies do give people a distorted view of the war. I think
they really do. There is always a happy ending in movies, but
there is not normally a happy ending in war.
The hardest thing to adjust coming back was the attitude
of people, the complete apathy of the people untouched
by the war. I remember I came back and we were walking
in a mall, my friend
and I, and there were
“Movies do give people a
these girls behind us
distorted view of the war. I think complaining that they
they really do. There is always
had to buy all new
a happy ending in movies, but
shoes because the style
there is not normally a happy
had changed over the
summer. I thought,
ending in war.”
“Wow, to have such
problems.”
Matthew Young is scheduled to graduate May 16, 2009 from
UW Oshkosh with a degree in social work. He has been
accepted to the graduate program at Loyola University in
Chicago, where he will work toward a master’s degree in social
work. He and his wife have two sons, Owen, age 2, and David,
age 6 months.
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War: Through Their Eyes From UW Oshkosh to the Middle East and Back

14 journalism students
13 soldiers
3 Marines
1 photographer

War: Through Their Eyes
While the Iraq War is being fought halfway around the world, we find relevancy
right here on campus. UW Oshkosh has students and alumni who have
already seen the war firsthand in the Middle East or are awaiting the order to
serve abroad.
War: Through Their Eyes gives these student soldiers and Marines a
forum to tell the world why they enlisted, what they did and what they felt at
the front lines of war.
These UW Oshkosh students and alumni have seen a world that most of us
will never see, and War: Through Their Eyes is their story.

For more information about the War: Through Their Eyes multimedia student project, please visit the www.uwosh.edu/war
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